Ideas for accommodation

There are hundreds of possible places to stay during the conference. But we share here two possibilities:

- Staying not very far from the conference venue (you can then walk to the conference venue).
- Staying in the city center (you have to take public transportation to get to the conference venue).

Staying close from the conference venue.

You can find all accommodations in this section in the following map: https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1g25ljvcw2EWVnnVgUwH0OKBx5gMl717N&usp=sharing

Special offer in Aleu University Residence

The closest accommodation from the conference venue is Aleu University Residence (200 metres from the conference venue). It’s a new (three years old) student residence. You can stay there during the days of the conference. Please find more information here: https://yugo.com/en-gb/global/spain/barcelona/aleu

We have arranged special conditions for delegates attending the KEER2022 conference in this residence. The offer is the following:

- Single room with private bathroom. High speed internet access for 4 different devices per resident. The room has bed linen and towels, changed once per week, when the room is cleaned. The residence has TV rooms, a reading room, terraces, self-service laundry, gym and 24-hour vending machines.
• Rate per single room and night: 70 € VAT Included. Breakfast included in the rate. Assorted hot and cold buffet, natural orange juice, seasonal fruit, etc.

If you want to reserve your stay at this residence under the special conditions for KEER2022, please send a message to aleu@yugo.com with your name, ID or passport number, telephone number, and clearly stating that you are participating in the KEER2022 conference done at the Faculty of Mathematics and Statistics of UPC. If you want to benefit from these conditions, please make your reservation before May 31, 2022. We have pre-reserved 25 rooms until that date. From June 2022, requests will be subject to availability.

**Hotels not very far from the conference venue**

The following is a list with hotels not very far from the conference venue. You can walk from these hotels to the conference venue (Facultat de Matematiques i Estadística, UPC, [https://goo.gl/maps/juhFMP7gTr5AWfcu6](https://goo.gl/maps/juhFMP7gTr5AWfcu6)) in about 20 minutes or less (they are not extremely close, if you want an accommodation that is 2 minutes on foot from the conference venue, use Aleu University Residence).

• Hotel Sofia *****
• Catalonia Rigoletto *****
• NH Barcelona Stadium ****
• Arenas Atiram ****
• Upper Diagonal ****
• AC Hotel Victoria Suites ****
  [https://hotelacvictoriasuites.es/en](https://hotelacvictoriasuites.es/en)
• Torre Girona Residence Hall (good quality university residence)
• Abba Garden Hotel ****
• Senator Barcelona Spa ****
• Madanis Liceo ***
• Madanis Hotel ****
• Madanis Appartments *** (rooms have a small kitchen)
• Yellow Nest Hostel * (in this hostel you share the room – and sometimes also bathroom – with other guests. But, obviously, this is the cheapest option).  
https://www.apartamentosmadanis.com/en/

Staying in the city center

As the conference venue is in one side of the city, another option, if you prefer to stay more “where the action happens”, is having a hotel in the city center.

If you want to be in the city center, a good option is the Eixample district. More info about this district here:  

There are many restaurants, shops and tourist attractions in this area, and you can easily reach the meeting venue by public transport (the time needed depends of course on your exact location, but it should be around 30 minutes).

There are hundreds of hotels in the city center. The hotel chain Catalonia has several hotels in the city. You can get a 10% discount for hotels from the chain Catalonia by booking from this site:  
https://www.cataloniahotels.com/en/content/landing-generica-10-en (note: this is not an affiliate link, we don't get any commission if you use this link).

Hotel Catalonia Rigoletto, one of the hotels from this chain, is not far from the conference venue

In any case, please use google maps to check directions from your accommodation to the conference venue (Facultat de Matematiques i Estadistica, FME,  
https://goo.gl/maps/juhFMP7gTr5AWfcu6)